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MNPUC,
 
Please find the attached comments from the City of Saint Paul for Docket 19-368, the NSP/Xcel IRP.
 
Please confirm receipt of this filing.
 
Best,
Russ
 
Russ Stark
Chief Resilience Officer
(he/him/his) *Why do pronouns matter? Read this.
Mayor’s Office
15 W. Kellogg Blvd, Suite 390
Saint Paul, MN 55102
P: 651-266-8511 | M: 651-324-2807
russ.stark@ci.stpaul.mn.us
www.StPaul.gov
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October 15, 2021 


 


Dear Minnesota Public Utilities Commission: 


 


The removal of the originally proposed Sherco combined cycle fossil gas plant from the Xcel 


IRP is a huge improvement for our state, our climate, and Xcel customers, and the City of Saint 


Paul applauds Xcel for making this substantial change.  We further applaud Xcel for 


accelerating proposed investments in renewable energy and introducing energy storage into the 


mix in this latest IRP filing. 


As you know, this summer the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) issued a 


“Code Red” for humanity.  It is our responsibility as units of government, whose first principle is 


public safety and welfare, to do all that we can to protect Minnesota residents from severe 


impacts of climate change.   


Xcel’s proposed fossil gas “peaker” plants, which would be used far less than the previously 


proposed Sherco CC, nonetheless represent new and additional fossil fuel infrastructure that 


Xcel and the PUC should find ways to forego.  Given the proposed timeframe for the 


introduction of these plants, there is time  to accelerate the pace of renewables, battery storage 


technology, grid upgrades, and efficiency to make these plants unnecessary and unwise 


investments.   


 


The City’s first letter to the PUC on the Xcel IRP from February 2021 made some additional 


points that we believe are still relevant and have not been fully addressed in the latest Xcel IRP 


proposal: 


 


One of the core principles of Saint Paul’s Climate Action and Resilience Plan is to bring 
about the needed energy transition in a way that benefits our most vulnerable 
populations and does not burden these residents with higher costs.  The City believes 
that the coming and needed energy transition will be one of the most fundamental shifts 
in our economy, and that it is critical this transition both leads to the elimination of 
greenhouse gas emissions and brings about better economic outcomes for our BIPOC 
and under-resourced residents.  As Xcel is one of the larger employers in Minnesota, the 
City thinks it is critical that Xcel bolster its efforts in workforce development and training 
to intentionally create pathways to careers at Xcel for BIPOC and low-wealth/low income 


Minnesotans. 


The City has a goal of 200 MW of distributed solar in Saint Paul by 2030.  The IRP 
assumes very little distributed solar moving forward.  Distributed solar in the urban 
context can benefit Saint Paul’s residents with opportunities to use and/or buy locally 
generated renewable energy, to save our residents and businesses on their energy 
costs, and to create good-paying jobs in the energy sector in Saint Paul.  We think the 



https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-58130705
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IRP should assume additional distributed solar consistent with our plans and those of 
other local communities. 


The City also has aggressive goals in the area of energy efficiency, and we are 
prioritizing improved efficiency in the homes of energy-burdened residents as well as 
low-performing larger buildings.  The City believes that additional work should be done 
to model the relative costs and benefits of greater efficiency in the IRP, and that relieving 
energy burden for under-resourced residents should be a metric in this analysis.   


Reaching our greenhouse gas reduction goals in Saint Paul will also require extensive beneficial 


electrification in the transportation and buildings sectors.  For example, recent analysis has 


suggested that the initial cost of an EV will be the same as an internal combustion engine (ICE) 


vehicle by 2024 or 2025, at which point the lifecycle costs of the EV will be considerably less.  


Xcel’s assumptions regarding the degree of increased demand due to electrification seem quite 


modest in this context.  We would like to request that additional analysis be done of a faster 


beneficial electrification scenario so that Xcel’s infrastructure is not a limiting factor in this 


transition.  Furthermore, the City of Saint Paul strongly supports a just transition in Becker, MN 


and Sherburne County to assure that the loss of jobs and local revenues associated with this 


IRP are mitigated by measures that the State of Minnesota, Xcel, and others can take to support 


workforce retraining and related investments. A successful move away from fossil fuels must be 


coupled with an economic development plan and workforce transition plan to support impacted 


communities like Becker and the people whose livelihoods currently depend on fossil fuel 


energy production.   


Xcel’s proposed IRP is very close to, but has not quite yet risen to, one that the City of Saint 


Paul can fully support and that our state can be proud of.  The City recognizes that there may 


be a benefit to bringing this already delayed IRP to a close sooner rather than later.  The worst 


possible outcome would be for a delay in the IRP to delay any investments in renewable energy 


and decarbonization.  As such, the City encourages the PUC to do everything it possibly can to 


accelerate investments in clean energy, energy storage, and electric power decarbonization by 


Xcel, while keeping costs manageable for ratepayers.   


Sincerely  


 


Russ Stark 
Chief Resilience Officer 
 


 


  






